Manufacturing Capabilities
Our Full Service product Manufacturing capabilities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sensual Pleasure Products
Massage Oils
Bath Oils
Fragrances
Washing & Bathing
Male Grooming
Skincare
Hair Care
Hand & Foot Care
Tanning – Aerosols, Creams & Mousse
Mother & Baby
Nail Polish
Sachets
Hand & Body Wipes

Filling Capabilities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bottles
Jars
Tubes
Hot Fill
Bulk Manufacture only
Contract Packaging

We can manufacture, fill and pack your goods and ensure that high standards are maintained
throughout. We can cater from small start up companies who need less than 500 units to get a
product launch off the ground, to well developed brands requiring high volume production; we can
provide the facilities required. Our flexibility and dedication allows us to support your brand,
providing a stable production partner which will continue to support you as you expand.
We are able to fill 20ml – 1,000ml bottles.
With our extensive supplier base OTB can help you match or source your packaging in a variety of
materials and colours. We can match an existing range or design a new one; glass or plastic, clear or
coloured, labelled or printed, we can bring your product ideas to life, working with our clients on full
service and free issue basis means that if you’ve already got all your packaging or don’t know where
to start we can provide the same efficient service to every client. To compliment your products we
can also pick and pack into point of sale material including the assembling of Gift sets.

Successful Retail Listings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

QVC UK
Ideal World
Shop NBC (USA)
British Airways
Virgin Atlantic
Selfridges
Superdrug
Asda
Tesco
Sainsburys
Look Fantastic
Beauty Bay
Mise Beauty
JD Williams
Wowcher
Chemist Direct
B&M
The Original Factory Shop
Savers

We can assist in taking your brand to retail from discount stores to grocers, department
stores, TV shopping channels and airlines. We have distribution partners in the UK, Sweden,
Poland, Italy, Russia and the UAE.

Current Clients

OTB Background
Using his own experience of launching a successful male skincare brand in 2007, Roland Meli
established OTB (Outside the Box) in 2011. That experience along with his connections
proved invaluable in assisting others from product development, marketing and launching
brands to point of sale and beyond.
What can OTB offer in this vastly expanding and competitive `Beauty` industry? OTB has the
Innovation and passion for creating or refining a successful product. OTB’s services can
range from sourcing ingredients to designing and producing labels and packaging of every
kind. Brand awareness is paramount and OTB has the resources to achieve just that for your
product.
OTB’s founder Roland has over 20 years’ experience in retail sales and over 12 years in all
manufacturing and marketing aspects of the beauty industry. Working alongside him is wife
and co-founder Laura, with over 16 years in the beauty Industry. Laura, a Beauty Therapist
for over 14 years, managed and owned her own Hair & Beauty Salons and went on to
lecture in Beauty. Their combined knowledge and familiarity of the beauty business can help
to smoothly find success in the whole or part of the process from production to
consumption.
Your needs and requirements are our primary concern, take advantage of our free
discussion and consultation period to set realistic targets of what and how we can
contribute. Judge for yourself how our honest and transparent appraisal can help.
OTB is proudly focused on the personal and dedicated round the clock customer service it
offers; believing open lines of communications are a vital component to good business
relationships.

